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DISCONTINUOUS "VISCOSITY" SOLUTIONS OF

A DEGENERATE PARABOLIC EQUATION

MICHIEL BERTSCH, ROBERTA DAL PASSO, AND MAURA UGHI

Abstract. We study a nonlinear degenerate parabolic equation of the second

order. Regularizing the equation by adding some artificial viscosity, we con-

struct a generalized solution. We show that this solution is not necessarily

continuous at all points.

1. Introduction

We consider the problem

j ut = uAu-y\Vu\2   inQ = RNxR+,     (1.1)

[ u(x , 0) = u0(x)        in R   ,

where y is a nonnegative constant and the initial function u0 satisfies

(HI)       u0eC(RN)nL°°(RN)   and   u0 > 0   in RN.

Equation (1.1) arises in several applications in biology and physics. Refer-

ences can be found in [2, 5, 8]. Equation (1.1) is of degenerate parabolic type:

it loses its parabolicity at points where u = 0. Therefore Problem I does not in

general have classical solutions, and we define solutions in a generalized sense.

Definition 1.1.  u e L°°(Q) n L,2oc([0, +oo) ; Hxxoc(RN)) is called a solution of

Problem I if u > 0 almost everywhere in Q and

/    u0ip(0)dx +       (uipt - uVu- V\p - (1 + y)\Vu\2ip)dxdt = 0

for any \p e Cx ' ' (Q) with compact support in Q.

In §2 we shall construct a solution of Problem I. This construction is based on

the well-known viscosity method: we add a term e Au (e > 0) to the right-hand

side of equation (1.1) and let e \ 0. It turns out that this limiting procedure

defines exactly one limit function u(x, t). In §6 we shall show that u(x, t) is

a solution of Problem I and we call u(x, t) the "viscosity solution" of Problem

I. However, there might be other solutions of Problem I. In fact, it has been

shown that solutions of Problem I are not uniquely determined by the initial
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function u0 (see [1, 5, 8]), but in this paper we focus our attention on the

viscosity solution and in particular its regularity properties. Our "definition" of

the viscosity solution is, although quite natural, rather ad hoc. It is based on

the very special property of equation (1.1) that it is a priori clear that all the

sequence {uf converges to the same limit u (see §2). But we point out that one

cannot avoid this ad hoc definition by using the definition of viscosity solutions

given by Lions [7], which is a direct generalization of the definition given in the

case of first-order Hamilton-Jacobi equations (see [3]). The reason is that in

general we would not have uniqueness in such a class of viscosity solutions (see

[1]). In addition, we shall construct discontinuous "viscosity" solutions, while

viscosity solutions in the sense of Lions are continuous by definition.

So let u(x, t) be the viscosity solution of Problem I. In §6 we shall show

that if «0 satisfies hypotheses (HI), then

N = 1 => u e C(Q)

and

y>AyV=>MeC(ß)nC1'1(ß).

It is natural to ask what the smoothness of « is if N > 2 and 0 < y < N/2 .

Our first main result is that if

N > 2   and   0 < y < 1

then u is not necessarily continuous in Q. In particular, we construct a class

of initial functions for which u £ C(Q). In §3 we reduce this construction to a

problem concerning the Green's function for the Laplacian. The latter problem

is solved in §4.

If

N > 3 and 1 < y < \N

we prove a weaker result: in §5 we construct a sequence of classical and positive

viscosity solutions ufx, t) of Problem I, with u0 replaced by u0 , which

are uniformly bounded in Q but which are not locally equicontinuous in Q ;

i.e., there exists a compact set G c Q such that the functions un are not

equicontinuous on G. Of course, this does not imply that there actually exist

discontinuous viscosity solutions of Problem I. On the other hand, the property

that uniformly bounded solutions are locally equicontinuous is a fundamental

regularity result for a large class of degenerate parabolic equations, such as the

porous media equation
A ..    ,m— 1    , ,

ut = A(\u\      u),        m > 1.

We refer the reader to [4].

About the proofs, we remark that they are based on a detailed description of,

roughly speaking, the set where u = 0, which has been studied recently in [2].

2. Basic results

First we describe the construction of the viscosity solution u(x, t) of Prob-

lem I. Let wfx, t) be the unique solution in C2''(t2) n C(Q) n L°°(Q) of
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Problem I with equation (1.1) replaced by

2
ut = uAu- y\Vu\  +sAu

where e > 0. Then

uE = we + e

is a classical solution of Problem I with uQ replaced by uQ  = uQ + e . Since

u(x, t) is nonincreasing with respect to e,

(2.1) u(x, t) = limuAx, t) = limwlx, t)
£\.0     £ £\0      £

is well defined for all (x, t) e Q.

In §6 we shall prove that « is a weak solution of Problem I, so we arrive at

the following result:

Proposition 2.1. Let u0 satisfy hypothesis (HI) and let u be defined by (2.1).

Then u is a solution of Problem I. We call u the viscosity solution of Problem I.

As we explained in the introduction, we are mainly interested in discontinuity

results. However, in many cases viscosity solutions are continuous. In the next

proposition we list some of the regularity results.

Proposition 2.2. Let u0 satisfy hypothesis (HI), let y > 0, and let uix, t) be

the viscosity solution of Problem I. Then:

(i) ut > -u/t and Au > -l/t in 3¡'(Q) ;

(ii) u is continuous at points ix, 0) for all x eR   ;

(hi) // uixQ, tf) = 0 for some (xQ, i0), then u is continuous at (x0, tf) ;

(iv)  if either N = 1  or y > IN, then u G C(Q).

The proof of (i) is given in [2]; for the proof of (ii) we refer to §6; (hi) is an

immediate consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let u be the viscosity solution of Problem I. Then for each (xQ, tf e

Q
u(xQ,tf)>    lim sup    u(x,t).

(x,t)€Q

Proof. Let S > 0 be arbitrary. From the construction of the viscosity solution

it follows that it can be approximated from above by classical solutions ue. We

fix e > 0 so that u£(x0, tf < u(xQ, tf + S/2. Since uE is continuous, there

exists an open neighborhood ^A of (x0, tf) in Q such that

ue < u(x0, tf) + ô   in y

and thus

u < u(xQ, tf) + S   in %A.

In the above proof we see clearly that an important property of the viscosity

solution is the fact that it can be approximated from above. In general, we shall
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denote by {un(x, t)}, n e N, any sequence of positive classical solutions such

that un\u as n —> +00 pointwise.

To complete the proof of Proposition 2.2 we observe that (iv) is a conse-

quence of (ii) and of the following equicontinuity result.

Proposition 2.4. Let {u1}, i e N, be a sequence of viscosity solutions of Problem

I such that for some M > 0 :

0< u <M   inQ, for all i gN.

(i) If y > N/2, then the functions u are uniformly Lipschitz continuous on

the sets RN x [S, +00] for any S > 0.

(ii) If N = 1 and y > 0, then the functions u are uniformly Lipschitz

continuous with respect to x and uniformly Holder continuous with exponent

1/2 with respect to t on the sets R x [5, 00] for any ô > 0.

The proof of (i) follows at once from the estimates

— u < u, < -rz-T7T-M   and   |Vw|   < -z-:r—-    in2¡iQ),
t    -   <-(2y-N)t '     '   ~(2y-N)t

which are proved in [2]. To prove (ii) we use Proposition 2.2(i): if N = 1

then uxx > -1/r ; combined with the boundedness of ul this yields at once the

uniform Lipschitz continuity in x . The Holder continuity in t follows from a

result by Gilding [6].

Since equation (1.1) degenerates only at points where u = 0, we expect u to

be smooth at points where it is positive. Since u is not continuous in general,

we have to define what we mean by positivity of u.

We define the positivity set P c Q by

(2.2)    P = {(x, t)eQ:essinf{u(Ç, x) : («*, t) g U} > 0

for some neighborhood U of (x, t) which is open in Q}

and set

P(x) = Pn{t = x}    forr>0.

In [2, Remark 2.1] it has been shown that

P(t) = lxeRN :liminfu(y, t) > oj    for r>0.

With this definition of the positivity set we have:

Proposition 2.5 [2]. Let u be the viscosity solution of Problem I and let the open

set P cQ be defined by (2.2). Then u e C2' X(P n Q) n C(P) and u satisfies

(1.1) in PnQ.

In [2] a detailed description of P was given. In particular:

(2.3) Pit) = P(0)   for all í > 0

and

(2.4) />(?,) cP(/2)    if0<tx<t2
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The set P is not always completely determined by (2.3), for example, when

u0 has an isolated zero. To illustrate this we assume that u0 satisfies, in addi-

tion to (HI), the following hypothesis.

(H2)       uQiO) = 0   and   u0 > 0   in R^\{0}.

Then it is not clear what happens at x = 0. Defining t* > 0 by

(2.5) t* = sup{/>0:0 i Pit)},

it follows from (2.4) that

0£Pit)    forO<t<t*,

and

0 G Pit)   for t > t*.

We call t* the waiting time at x = 0. It turns out that t* depends heavily on

y, N, and the local behavior of u near x = 0. In particular, t* can be zero,

nonzero and finite, and infinite. For precise results we refer to [2].

3. Examples of discontinuous viscosity solutions

iF0<y<l,/V>2

In this section we shall show that for some class of initial data the viscosity

solution is not continuous if N > 2 and 0 < y < 1 . To be precise, we shall

prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. If 0 < y < 1 and N > 2, then there exists a family of initial

data satisfying hypotheses (HI) and (H2) such that the corresponding viscosity

solutions of Problem I cannot be redefined on a set of measure zero as continuous

functions in Q.

In the proof of the theorem we shall give a clear picture of the discontinuity

of u. In particular, we construct a class of initial functions such that there

exists a time interval of positive measure in which

w(0,t)>0   and    liminfw(x, t) = 0.
X—.0

The construction is based on some properties of the Green's function for the

Laplacian and on a result concerning the waiting time t* at x = 0 in [2]. To

complete the proof we shall show that in the same time interval

lim sup u(x, t) = uiO, t) > lim inf w(x, t).
x—o x^o

Since u is continuous for x ^ 0 (cf. Proposition 2.5), this implies that u

cannot be redefined as a continuous function in Q.

First we introduce some notation. Let uQ satisfy assumptions (HI) and (H2)

and define for x ^ 0

(3..) /M = ("°~'W       ,f0<,<1'
I |logzi0(.x)|    if y = 0.
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Let p > 0 be fixed, let Bpiy) = {x e RN : \x - y\ < p} , and define for y e RN

(3.2) Iiy)=[      Gi\x-y\)fix)dx,
JBp(y)

where G is the Green's function for the Laplacian in BAO) defined by

Í2-/V 2-/V     -f AT .    .,r       -p ifN>3,

logip/r) if TV = 2,

for r > 0.

We are interested in initial functions which satisfy one of the two following

conditions.

(H3) Let I(y) be defined by (3.2). Then

I(y) < oo   for all y eRN

and

lim sup I(y) = oo.

(H4) Let I(y) be defined by (3.2). Then / is uniformly bounded in R^ and

discontinuous at y = 0.

The following result implies immediately that there do exist initial functions

uox and w02 which satisfy, in addition to (HI) and (H2), hypotheses (H3) and

(H4), respectively.

Lemma 3.2. Let N > 2 and 0 < y < 1. Define

A?=lf: r"\{0} - R+ , / G C^UO}), limfi(x) = oo,
( x—>0

and f><8 in R^UO} for some & > 0 j .

Let I(y) be defined by (3.2). Then the two following sets are nonempty:

A^x={feA^:fi satisfies H3},

9r2 = {fi eA9- :fi satisfies H4}.

Since we are not aware of a proof of this result in the literature, we shall give

the proof in §4.

Let u0 satisfy (HI) and (H2). Let the waiting time t* at x = 0 be defined

by (2.5). Then, by [2, Theorem 3.2(iii)],

(3.4) f = oo   if u0 satisfies (H3),

and

(3.5) f < oo   if w0 satisfies (H4).

Here we recall that

liminfwO/, f) = 0   if t<t*.
y—>0

On the other hand, we can prove the following result.
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Lemma 3.3. Let N > 2 and 0 < y < 1 and let u0 satisfy (HI) and (H2). If
1(0) < oo, then there exists 0 < t0 < oo such that

^t)M   ̂ <<<o>
v      '\>0   ift>t0.

The proof is quite similar to the one of Theorem 2.2(iii) in [2], and we omit

it here.

Now we arrive at our main result, which says that initial functions which

satisfy (H3) or (H4) yield the discontinuous viscosity solutions of which we

claimed the existence in Theorem 5.1.

Proposition 3.4. Let 0 < y < 1 and N > 2 and let u0 satisfy the hypotheses

(HI), (H2), and either (H3) or (H4). Let t0 > 0 be defined by Lemma 3.3 and

let t* be the waiting time at x = 0, satisfying (3.4), respectively (3.5). Then

t0 < t* and the viscosity solution u of Problem I satisfies

(3.6) ueC(Q\{{0}x[t0,f]}),

and, for all t0 < t < t*,

(3.7) limsupM(x, t) > 0   and   liminfu(x, t) = 0.
x^O *-^°

In particular, u cannot be made continuous in Q by redefining it on a set of

measure zero.

Proof. First we prove (3.6). Since u0(x) > 0 if x ^ 0, u is positive and

continuous in a point (x, t) if x ^ 0. By Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 2.2(iii),

u is also continuous in the points (0, t) if í < i0 . If t* < oo and t > t*, then

0 G P(t). Hence, by Proposition 2.5, u is continuous at (0, t) if t > t*, and

(3.6) follows.

Next we show that t0 < t*. If uQ satisfies (H3) this is obvious, since tQ < oo

and t* = oo .

So let u0 satisfy (H4). Clearly, t0 < t* < oo. Thus, arguing by contradiction,

we may suppose that t0 = t*.

Let 0 < y < 1 . Following the proof of Theorem 3.2(iii) in [2], it follows that

for certain positive constants a and b and for all y e R    and t > t*

(3.8)

u   y(y,x)dx = a       /        u   ydxdx
JO JO   JdBß(y)

+ b-^f      G(\x-y\)u-\x,t)dx-b-^ll(y).

'9Bp(y)

Hi-y) f    r,
'B„(y)

By hypothesis (H4), I(y) is discontinuous at y = 0. The first and second terms

on the right-hand side of (3.8) are continuous at y = 0. Concerning the second

term, this follows from the fact that, since t > t*, u~y is bounded near (0, t).

Hence

/./o
u     (y, x) dx   is discontinuous at y = 0, for t > f
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On the other hand, since t0 = f , it follows from (3.6) that

/   u   y(y, x) dx   is continuous at y = 0,  for all t > 0,
Jo

and we have found a contradiction.

If y = 0, the proof is similar: we replace the last two terms in (3.8) by

-b /      G(\x - y\)logu(x, t)dx + bl(y)
JBp(y)

and proceed as before.

Finally, we prove (3.7). By the definition of t*

lim inf u(x, t) = 0   for all t < t*,
x—.0

so it remains to prove that

lim sup u(x, t) > 0   for all t > t0.
x^O

This is a consequence of Lemma 3.3 and the following result.

Lemma 3.5. Let u0 satisfy assumptions (HI) and (H2). Then

lim sup u(x, t) = u(0, t)   for all t > 0.
x^O

Proof. By Lemma 2.3

u(0, t) >limsupu(x, t)   for/>0.
x^O

We argue by contradiction. Let «5 > 0 be arbitrary and fix t > ô . Suppose that

lim sup u(x, t) = c < u(0, t).
*—o

Then by definition and since u is continuous for x / 0, for any fixed e > 0

such that c + 2e < u(0, t), there exists a p > 0 such that

u(x, t) < c + s   for x e Bp(0)\{0} .

Since u(x, t) > 0 for x e dB (0), the nonincreasing approximating sequence

un converges uniformly to u on dB (0) x {t} . Therefore we have for u suffi-

ciently large

un(x,t)<c + 2e   for xedBp(0).

On the other hand, we know from Proposition 2.2(i) that

A(un + (l/2ô)\x\2)>0   fort>ô>0.

Therefore, by the maximum principle,   un  cannot have interior maxima in

¿yo),i.e.,
un(0, t) < c + 2s < u(0, t).

Hence we get a contradiction, since un(0, t) \ u(0, t) as n —* oo .
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4. Proof of Lemma 3.2

Throughout this section we shall use the same notation as in §2.

We shall construct the functions / by modifying the radially symmetric

function 1 + \x\~a (0 < a < 2) on neighborhoods of a suitable sequence of

points xn —> 0.

Let {■*„} De a sequence such that

(4.1) xn^0as«^oo,        xn e B x/2(0)\{0}, xn¿xm if n^m.

We choose a sequence {pn} such that

(4.2) 0<p„^0asH^oo,        BrpBm = 0 if n ¿ m and 0 g Bn for all n,

where we have written Bn = Bp (xf).

Let v be a function on R    such that:

v is radially symmetric, smooth, nonnegative, decreasing with

*■ " '        respect to r = \x\, suppv c Bx(0), and /R* v(x) dx = 1.

For any j e N define

(4.4) wj(*) = /«(;'(•*-*„)) •

From (4.3) we then have for any j, n :

(4.5) /   «?(*)</*= 1.
Jr'v   7

Observe that, for n fixed, u" approximates S(x — xn) as 7—>+oo.

By the definition (4.3) of v(x), for any fixed n there exists a y~ such that

supp v" c BpJ2(xf¡ c ß„   for any ; > j~.

For any « let jn > jf be chosen later.

First let TV > 3 . For any x e R^VÍO} we define:

00

(4.6) f{x) = 1 + \x\~a + YVlniX)\X - Xn\ß
n=l

with 0 < ß <N -2, 0<a<2.

Claim 4.1. Let N >3 and / be defined in (4.6). Then we can choose jn such

that:

(i) if 0 < ß < N - 2 then fe&¡;
(ii) if ß = N - 2 then / G 9~2.

If N = 2 we define for any x e R2\{0} :

r i + i*r+£r=>^)(-M*-*nir ^x^Xn,
C*- ' i       J \x) — \ _a

{ I + \x\ for x = xn ,

with 0<o <l , 0<a<2.
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Claim 4.2. Let N = 2 and let / be defined by (4.7). Then we can choose j

such that:

(i) if 0 < a < 1 then / e S\ ;
(ii) if a = 1 then f eA¥2.

Clearly, the proof of these claims completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. Here

we shall give only the proof of Claim 4.1 since the one of Claim 4.2 is quite

similar.

Proof of Claim 4.1. Since the supports of v"   are mutually disjoint, it is easy

to see that / G AF. We consider the function I{y), defined by (3.2).

Clearly, it is enough to study Iiy) for y e BfO). Without loss of generality

we may assume that p > 1. Therefore it is sufficient to study the function

(4.8) giy)= Í     Gi\x-y\)fiix)dx
JB{(0)

where

i r2~N      if TV > 3,

(4-9) G(r)= , tvV( - log r   if N = 2,

for r > 0.

We first state a result about the first part 1 + \x\~a of the function /.

Lemma 4.3. Let

(4.10) V)(y)= [     Gi\x-y\)il + \x\~a)dx   for y eRN.
J 5,(0)

Ifi0<a<2, then w e C(RN).

The proof is straightforward and we leave it to the reader.

We continue the proof of Claim 4.1. First we have to check that giy) < oo

for any y e R   . Let

(4.11) Afy)= [  Gi\x-y\)v"ix)\x-x/dx.
Jb„

Recalling that the supports of u'.   are mutually disjoint, we derive, using the

monotone convergence theorem, that

giy) = wiy)+ /      Gi\x-y\)YiVjtx)\x-x/)dx
JBt{0) k = x    Jk

= w(y) + /      G(\x - y\)   lim     ¿ vk (x)\x - xk\ß    dx

.75,(0) L^+°°\k=\    " J

r L
= wiy)+   lim   /      Gi\x-y\)^2(vk(x)\x-xk\ß)dx

(4.12) L

i(°) k=\
OO

= wiy) + YAniy)<0°   foryeR
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provided
oo

Y/A„iy)<0°   for y e RN.

Lemma 4.4. We can choose j   such that
J n

oo

Y A„iy) < °°   M any y eRN .
n=\

Proof. First let y <£ U^Li B„ • For anY n

sup     \x - y\       < Cn.
y<tB„

x€suppu"
Jn

By (4.3)

Afy) <Cn[ v) ix)\x - x/ dx < CJ-J   for y £ Bn .
JBn    '"

Hence for any given positive en we can choose jn so large that

Afy)<en    fory£Bn.

Choose a sequence {en} , en > 0, en —> 0 as n —> oo such that

oo

E*n<L2-
n=\

Then
oo oo

(4.13) T,Aniy)<i fa y i IK-
n=l n=\

Now consider the case y e (J^, Bn .  Since the Bn are mutually disjoint,

every fixed y belongs to at most one of the balls, say Bk . Then for any L > k

T.Aniy)=ilAniy) + Akiy)-
n=\ n=\

n¿k

Since, for any fixed k, Ak(y) < oo for y e RN, we have, as before, that we

can choose /   so that
J n

oo

(4.14) Y,An(y)<\+Ak(y)<oo   foryeBk.
n=\

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4.

Next consider:

(4.15)

iniXn)=   I    \X-X„\2~N+ßv"ix)dx
JB„

.N-2-ß   f        .    ,2-N+/?    ,   .   ,
= Jn / \Z\ V(z)dz.

JBAO)
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Let 0< ß < N-2. Then, by (4.12) and (4.15),

OO

8ixf) = W(Xn) + Y,AkiXn) ^AniXn)^+OC     aS n ""> +°° »
k=l

and hence part (i) of Claim 4.1 follows.

If ß = N-2 it is easy to show, by the definition of Afy) and by (4.3), that

there exists a positive constant C, independent of n , such that

(4.16) Afy) < C   for any y e RN,  n e N.

Moreover, by (4.15)

Anixf) = 1    for any n e N.

Therefore, by (4.12), (4.13), (4.14), and (4.16), giy) is uniformly bounded in

R* and

(4.17) gixf > wixn)+ 1    for any« G N.

We argue by contradiction and suppose that g is continuous in R .By

Lemma 4.3, w is continuous, and hence (4.17) implies that

<?(0) > w(0) + 1.

On the other hand, since 0 <£ (J^l, Bn, we obtain from (4.13) that

oo

S(0) = u;(0) + XX(0)<!i;(0) + i
«=i

and we have a contradiction. So also part (ii) of Claim 4.1 has been proved.

5. The case 1 < y < N/2,  N > 3 : A counterexample of equicontinuity

If 1 < y < N/2 and TV > 3, it is an open Problem whether there exist

discontinuous viscosity solutions of Problem I. Instead, we prove the following

result.

Theorem 5.1. Let N > 3 and  1 < y < N/2.   Then there exists a sequence

{Ü } . , 2     c C2''(/3, x R+) such that ¿i   satisfies equation (1.1) in Bx xR+ ,

0<üj<2   in Bx x R+ ,

but the functions itj are not equicontinuous in Bx/2 x R+ .

Here Br denotes the ball BfO).

Remarks, (i) For simplicity, we do not construct solutions w   on all of R   x R+

but only on Bx x R+ .

(ii) Observe that strictly positive solutions of Problem I are viscosity solu-

tions. In that sense the construction of a sequence of strictly positive solutions

w   is the strongest possible counterexample to local equicontinuity.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. First let I < y < N/2.

We consider the Dirichlet problem

( ut = uAu - y\Vu\2 in Sx=Bxx R4

(II) u=l in<95,xR+,

I uix, 0) = u0(x) = \x\a   for x e Bx,

for some a > 2 to be chosen later.

Again, Problem II has a uniquely determined viscosity solution uix, t),

which can be approximated from above by classical solutions un of the prob-

lem.

("J

2
ut = uAu - y\Vu\ in (Sx,

u=l+il/n) indBxxR+,

. u(x, 0) = u0fx) = \x\a + (l/n) for x e Bx.

Lemma 5.2. Let u be the viscosity solution of Problem II. Then u e

C2,1({ß,\{0} x[0,oo)) and u(0, t) = limx^0uix, t) for t>0.

Proof. By (2.4) and Proposition 2.5,

u > 0 and u is smooth in {5,\{0}} x [0, oo).

By standard arguments

ufx, t) = ufr, t),        r = \x\,

and

(5.2) dujdr>0   if0<r<l,t>0.

Since un \ u pointwise as n —> oo, this, together with Lemma 2.3, implies

that u(0 , f) = lim^Q w(x, t).

We now arrive at the heart of the proof of Theorem 5.1. The following result

shows that it is possible to choose a in such a way that u is not uniformly

continuous in ¿f, . Later we shall use this to construct the desired sequence.

Proposition 5.3. Let 1 < y < N/2 and N > 3. Let u be the viscosity solution

of Problem II. //

(5.3) 2<a<(N-2)/(y-l),

then

(i) w(0,t) = 0 for t>0,
(ii) u(x, t) is nondecreasing with respect to t, and

(5.4) u(-, t) / 1    uniformly on compact subsets ofBffO} as t —» oo.

Proof, (i) Let the waiting time C at x = 0 be defined by (2.5). Since q > 2
it follows from [2, Figure 2] that t* = oo. By Lemma 5.2 this implies that

u(0, t) = 0 for t >0.
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(ii) To prove that u is nondecreasing in t fit is sufficient to show that unt > 0

in cfx . This follows from standard monotonicity methods provided we show

that u0n is a subsolution of the associated steady-state problem, i.e., that

U0n Au0n - y\Vu0n\2 = M0 A"o ~ y\Vuo\2 + il/n)Au0 ^ °     in Bl •

To see this we compute

and

Aw0 = a(a + N - 2)\x\a     > 0    in ß,

w0A«0-y|Vw0|   = a{N - 2 - (y - l)a}\x\ a     >0   in 5,,

where we used that a < (N - 2)/(y - I).

To prove (5.4) we have to show that for fixed 0 < p < 1

(5.5) u(-,t)/l    uniformly on BX\B  as / —> oo.

Let (7 6(0,/)) be chosen. Let v be the unique solution of the nondegenerate

problem

' vt = vAv -y\Vv\2   in {BX\B~^} xR+,

v = 1 in dBx x R+ ,

v = oa in dBa x R+ ,

. ü(x,0) = |x|a infi,\Äff.

Since u is nondecreasing in í, u > u0 = oa on dBa xR+ , and thus, by the

classical comparison principle,

(HI)

(5.6) v < u < 1    in B\Ba x [0, oo),

We are interested in the steady-state solutions of Problem III. Since oa <

v < 1 in {Bx\Ba} x R+ and v satisfies

(^y), •diviy-"),
y-l

we arrive at the steady-state problem

A(ti7l"/) = 0        in B\Ba,

w = 1 on dBx, w = oa on dBa ,

. 0< oa <w < 1    in B\B~a.

(IV)

Clearly, Problem IV has a unique solution u^ G C iB\Bf and, by standard

arguments,

(5.7) 77(•, i) —y wa   uniformly on B\Bg as t —» oo.

In view of (5.6) and (5.7), the proof of (5.5) (and hence of Proposition 5.3)

is completed by the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.4. Let a < (N - 2)/(y - 1), let 0 < o < 1, and let wa be the unique

solution of Problem IV. Then wa / 1 uniformly on compact subsets of 2?,\{0}

as o \ 0.

Proof. An explicit calculation shows that

wf{y-x\x) = l+ô(o){\x\-{N-2)-l}

where

ô(o) = (o-(y-X)a-l)/(o-(N-2)-l).

The proof is completed by the observation that 6(o) \ 0 as a \ 0.

We continue the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let p¡\ 0 as / —> oo . By (5.4) we

can choose T¡ > 0 such that

(5.8) \u(x,t)-l\<l/i   forxeBx\Bp,  t>Tr

Next we choose ni such that

(5.9) un(0, T, + l)< u(0, Ti +l) + l/i = l/i,

where we have used Proposition 5.3(i).

We define

ö^x, i) = w„ (x, t + T¡),       xeB, t>0.

Since unt > 0 it follows from (5.9) that

",(0, f)< un(0, Tt+ 1) < l/i   if 0 < í < 1

and hence

(5.10) üfO,t)^>0   as/'-»oo, uniformly in t e [0, 1 ].

On the other hand, it follows from (5.8) that

üi(x,t)-l>u(x,Ti + t)-l>-l/i   for x e Bx\Bp,  t>0.

In addition, un < 1 + l/n in @x and hence

ü¡ix, t) - 1 < l/ni   in if,,

and so ü¡ -* 1 uniformly on compact sets of {i?,\{0}} x [0, oo). Combining

this with (5.10), it follows that the functions üj are not equicontinuous on

B{ x [0, 1], and we have proved Theorem 5.1 in the case that 1 < y < jN.

If y = 1 the proof is almost identical. Only condition (5.3) has to be changed

to a > 2/y , and in Problem IV the role of wx~y is now played by - log if .

6. Existence and continuity at / = 0

In this section we prove the existence and the continuity at t = 0 of the

viscosity solution of Problem I; i.e., we prove Propositions 2.1 and 2.2(h).

The continuity at t = 0 follows immediately from the following lemma. It

can be considered as a local equicontinuity result at t = 0 and is, for later use,

slightly more general than we need right now.
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Lemma 6.1. Let uQ satisfy (HI) and let {u^}, n = 1, 2, ... , and {u(2)}, n =

1,2,..., be two sequences of continuous viscosity solutions of Problem I such

that for any n

0<u{2l. <u{2) <M   inQ,(6.1) -   n+\ -   n   - •*>

0 < u[l) < u{2) < M   inQ,
—     n    —     n    — *^ '

and such that for i = 1, 2

un (x, 0) —> ufx) in L,^c(R )ajn-»oo.

Let Q c R be compact. Then for any e > 0 there exist ôs, ne, te > 0 such

that for any xQeQ, n > n£, and i = 1, 2

(6.2) \u]f(x,t)-u0(x0)\<e   for x G Bs(xf) and 0 < t < tE.

Proof. By the uniform continuity of u0 on bounded subsets of R there exists

for all e > 0 a Sc > 0 such that for all xQ e Q

KM - "o(*o)l < 3£     f0r X E B2S (Xo)

,('),Since un (■, 0) —» u0 uniformly on bounded sets as n —> oo , there exists an n£

such that for x0 e Ú and i =1,2

(6.3) \un (x, 0) - u0(xf\ < |e   for x G B2S (x0) and n > «£.

By the continuity of u„    there exists a /  > 0 such that for x„£Íl

un (x, t) < u0(x0) + e   for x e Bs (xf) and 0 < t < tE.

By (6.1) and the comparison principle

(6.4) ul^(x, t) < ufxf + e   forxeBs(xQ), 0<t<te,  n>ne,  i =1,2.

It remains to prove a lower bound for u¿ . Let e > 0 and x0 G il. Without

loss of generality we may assume that ufxf > e . Then, by (6.3),

(6.5) u^](x, 0) > ufxf - ^s > \e   ifxeB2S(x0),  n>nE.

We shall compare un with an explicit continuous solution. By [2, Propo-

sition 2.4] there exists for all y > 0 and p > 0 a nonincreasing function

gp e C(Rf) such that

f > 0   if 0 < r < p,

v     1=0   ifr>p,

and such that for any x > 0 the function

(6.6) U(x,t) = T^gp(\x\)
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is a continuous solution of Problem I. We set p = ô£ and choose x£ > 0 so

that

8oti°)/xe = uoixo)-Je-

Then, by (6.5), (6.6), and the comparison principle, for any y e B& (x0) and

n>n£

u(l,)(x,t)>T±vgs(\x-y\)   for (x,t)eQ

and hence, choosing tE > 0 so small that

gôci°)/(te + Xe)>UoiXo)-e>

we find that for all x0 and n > n

u(2)(x, t) > u(X)(x, t) > ufxf - e   if x G Bô(xf, 0<t<t£.

Combining this with (6.4), the proof is complete.

Finally, we prove the existence of the viscosity solution u(x, t) of Problem

I, following the procedure which we described in §2.
y   1 —

So let {un}n=x 2     cC ' (Q) be a nonincreasing sequence of bounded pos-

itive solutions of Problem I and let

unix, t) \ u(x, t)   pointwise in Q as n —» oo.

In view of the definition of a solution, it is enough to prove that

u e L2J[0,œ);HxXoc(RN))

and

(6.7) ÍÍ \\Vuf2 -\Vu\2\dxdt^0   as n -» oo

for any set K = Í2 x (0, T) with ficR^ bounded.
The proof of (6.7) is a modification of the proof of a similar result in [5].

The basic estimate is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2. For any bounded cylinder K = Q x (0, T) and 0 < a < 1  there

exists a constant CK a such that for all n = 1,2, ...

(6-8) ///riv«/<Qa.

In addition, there exist for all e > 0 constants n£, tE > 0 such that for any

n>n£

(6.9) i'' [ \Vu/<e.
Jo  Jn

Corollary 6.3. For any bounded cylinder K = Q x (0, T)

2
V«n —* Vw    weakly in L (K) as n —► oo.
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The proof of (6.8) is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 1 in [5].

From the same proof, using the continuity at t = 0 given in Lemma 6.1, we

obtain (6.9). We leave the details to the reader.

In view of Lemma 6.2, our final aim, to prove (6.7) means nothing else than

proving that Vun -» Vu strongly in LXoc(Q) as «->oo. The next lemma is a

first result about strong convergence.

Lemma 6.4. For any c > 0 let Pc c Q be defined by

Pc = {(x,t)eQ:u(x,t)>c}.

Then for any c > 0

Vun -» Vu   in LXoc(Pf as n -> oo.

Lemma 6.4 is an immediate consequence of the monotonicity of un (which

implies that un> c in Pc for all n) and the following lemma.

Lemma 6.5.

V(un) -+ V(u2)   in L2oc(Q) asn^oo.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in [5] provided we show that

(6.10) un    is uniformly bounded in LXoc(Q).

We multiply (1.1) by

V(x,t)=U-f^cb2x(x)cb22(t)
un\X > I)

where </>, e C^°(R ) and cb2 e C^°(R) are nonnegative functions such that

<b2(t) = 0   if te (0,1)

for some 7 > 0. A straightforward calculation, which uses the estimate unt >

-un/t given by Proposition 2.2(i), yields that

VIA**
<ljj \Vun\2cb2xtb22 + jj \Vun\2{2un\Vtbx\2cb22 + 4>2xtb2<p2t}.

Since the right-hand side is bounded, (6.10) follows.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. We have to prove (6.7).  Let e > 0.  By (6.9) there

exist t e (0, T) and n£ > 0 such that for all n > n£

[T [ IIVwJ2 - |Va|2| <  í [ \\Vun\2 - \Vu\2\ + i .
Jo   Jn Jte  Jn J

x x

Let x an£I X„ be the characteristic functions of the sets {(x, t) e Q: u(x, t)

< S} and {(x, t) e Q: u (x, t) < 3}, respectively, and fix a e (0, 1). Then,
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by (6.8),

J  ^I|Vm„|2-|Vm|2|

< ICkJ" +  Í I l|V«J2(l - Xn) - |VW|2(1 -/
Jt.  Jn

(6.11)

We choose «5 > 0 so small that 2CK aSa < e/3. Finally, because of Lemma

6.4 and the monotonicity of the sequence un , there exists an n£ > n£ such that

the second term at the right-hand side of (6.11) is also smaller than e/3 for

n > n£. Hence

IL 2 2
Vuf  - \Vu\ | < £   if n > n£

K

and the proof is complete.

Remark 6.6. The results of this section carry over easily to the case of un-

bounded initial functions uQ as long as it is possible to construct the sequence

{un}, with un\u and un uniformly bounded in L^fQ).

Remark 6.7. In the proof of Proposition 2.1 the monotonicity of the sequence

{un} was used to apply Lemma 6.1 (i.e., with un = uf) and to estimate the last

term in (6.11). If instead {un} is a sequence of classical solutions of Problem

I which is not necessarily monotone, but such that

(6.12) un-* u   uniformly on compact subsets of Q as n —» oo,

then we can still prove that u is a solution of Problem I and u e C(Q),

provided that we can apply Lemma 6.1 (i.e., with un = uf.). The only thing

to check is that the last term of (6.11 ) vanishes as n —► oo . This follows from the

fact that, in view of (6.12) and standard classical theory for uniformly parabolic

equations, un —» u in C2^.(Pf¡ as n —> oo, where Ps is defined in Lemma 6.4.
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